It has been shown by Few [l] that A2 = (lA)A^ ', and Heppes [5] showed that A^2) = A(j2)A if and only if k < 4.
In [4] Few and Kanagasabapathy determined the exact value of Ay', namely 3VT/2, which is less than Ay '/2 = 2\]2. By constructing particular lattices they also showed that A2n) < A(1")/2 for every n > 3. Few remarks in [2] that Af is the only multiple packing constant known exactly in three dimensions or more, and in this note I shall prove that A;, < 8fo38/27 < A(,3)/3 = 4\/2/3 and give evidence suggesting that A^ = 8^38/27.
In fact, I prove Remark.
There is extensive numerical evidence that diA) does not fall below dQ fot any triple packing with S.
2. An economical lattice A . 
If we combine these with some of the disjoint pairs that we already know from Part 1 and draw a graph, G , in which A is joined to B only if we know S(A) O S(B) = 0, we obtain the following graph.
In addition to these disjoint spheres, we observe that, for any A and A , S(-Q + KP) n SÍR + K'P) CiS = 0, since |-Q + KP\ > |0|, so that the height of Si-Q + P) O S is not greater than the height of S n S(Q), which is less than Vt < c -1, and c is the height of R + A P.
Also, for any A, 0 = 5 n 5(Q + AP) n SÍR) = 5 O S(-Q -KP) n SÍ-R) = SÍR) nSÍR -Q -AP)n S.
In particular, (1) S(R) n s(R -0) n 5 = 0.
The following enumeration of possibilities shows that X cannot be contained in the necessary spheres, and Theorem 1 follows:
Clearly Types 2 and 3 cannot both occur by the fourth paragraph above, and (2) X £5(A,P)n 5(A2P-0) n 5(R -Q), 0 < \\f < 2, 0 < \2 < 1,
Now (2) and (3) contradict G , and (1) Theorem 2. // (A, 5) is a triple packing and P = ia, 0, 0), Q = ih, b, 0) and R = ig, f, c) gives a basis for A reduced in the sense of Gauss, and a < 1, then
when 0 < g < h, and
when -a/2 < g < 0 and when h < g < a/2. Furthermore f.ia, b, h) > ffa, b, h),
in all cases. Also, if d(A) < dQ and 2/3 < a < 0.9508, we have
where p(a) = 2a -11a + 12a , p(2/3) = dQ, and (10) p(a)>d20 /or 2/3 < a < 0.9508.
Hence diA) > d for 2/3 < a < 0.9508, and with equality only if a = 2/3.
Proof. Suppose that (A, 5) gives a triple packing and that P, Q, R form a reduced basis of A. From reduction, we have (11) |P| < \Q\ < \R\, 0 < h< a/2, 0 </< b/2, and |g| < a/2.
We also have a > 2/3, since otherwise the point (Vi)P would be covered by 5(-P), 5, 5(P) and 5(2P). Observe that the center of the parallelogram with vertices P, Q, Q + P and the origin will be covered by the four spheres 5, 5(P), S(Q), and SÍQ + P) unless one of the diagonals |g + P|, \Q -P\ is at least 2.
Since \Q + P\ > \0 -P\ by (11), it follows that 4 < \Q + P| 2 = b2 + ia + h)2 ; hence (12) è2 > 4_ (a +M2 and a > 2/3. Case 1. In this case we assume (13) 0 <g<h.
A consequence of (13) is that \R -Q -P\ is not less than \R -0 + P\. They cannot both be less than 2, since then the center of the parallelogram having vertices R, Q, Q + P, R + P would be covered four times. Hence we have (14) \R -Q -P\ > 2..
Another consequence of (13) is that \R + P| is not less than |R -P|. Considering the parallelogram with vertices P, R, R + P and the origin shows that (15) \R + P| > 2.
With a view to proving (6) we imagine a, h, b to be fixed and find the point R = ig, f, c) having least nonnegative c such that (13), (14) and (15) If the right-hand side of (6) is zero, there is nothing to prove. Let us suppose, therefore, that it is positive. We shall show that the point X* that lies on the intersection of the boundary of S(-P, 2) and SÍP + Q, 2) and the plane x = h is the lowest point satisfying (17) and (18). We start by finding X*. Let X* = fo*, y*, z*). Let 77 be the radical plane of SÍ-P, 2) and SÍP + Q, 2) (the plane obtained by subtracting the equations of the two spheres). Then tt passes through (y2)Q = ih/2, b/2, 0), which is halfway between the center of the two spheres, and has the equation y -b/2 = i-Í2a + h)/b)ix -h/2). Putting x* = h, we obtain y* = b/2 -Í2ah + h2)/Í2b). We must show that 0 < y* so that (17) is satisfied.
By (12) we have b2 > 4 -fo + h)2 > 2ah + h2 + Y2, since h < a/2; hence 2by*= b2 -Í2ah + h2) > 0 and (17) follows. We see that z* = \'4 -fo + h)2 -{(b2 -2ah -h2)/(2h))2 > Ojby a previous assumption. Similarly, 2 = |-P-X*| > |-P-A*| > |-P-G| > fo P| and 2> |-P -(y£)g| > |-P -E\ so that the convex pentagon with vertices G, A*, (Vi)Q, E and the origin lies in the interior of S(-P, 2). Hence the bottom of the prism is covered.
We now let Xj = fop y^, Zp) be a lowest point satisfying (17) and (18). We know that X, exists, because the set of solutions is nonempty and closed. The point X. must be on the boundary of Si-P, 2) or SÍP + Q, 2) since otherwise it could be lowered and still satisfy (18).
Let us suppose first that X, is on the boundary of SÍ-P, 2). We shall deduce that X. is on the boundary of SÍP + Q, 2). Suppose that X\ is not on the boundary of SÍ-P, 2). Then |Xj -P -Q\ = 2, and Xj = (0, 0, y¡4 -fo + h)2 -b2) lies inside SÍ-P, 2) contrary to (18).
Hence X. lies on the arc of the intersection of SÍ-P, 2) and SÍP + Q, 2) with z > 0. The highest point of the arc is the point directly above ixA)Q, which is on the boundary of the prism, and the lowest point in the prism is X*, where the arc cuts the x -h plane. Hence Xj = X* and (6) follows.
Case 2. Assume (19) -a/2 < g <0.
Since the center of the parallelogram with vertices R, Q -P, R + P, Q must not be covered four times, we know that one of its two diagonals |P -Q\, \R -Q + 2P\ must be at least 2. Assuming Gauss reduction, we always have |P -Q + 2P\ > \R -Q\, since the vectors R -Q + 2P and R -Q differ only in the first component, and \g -h + 2a\ > 2a -\g\ -h > a >|g -h\. Hence \R -Q + 2P\ > 2.
As in Case 1, one of \R + P\, \R -P\ must be at least 2, and from (19) we know that \R -P\>\R + P\ so that |P -P| > 2. iQ -P)/2
The procedure is the same as in Case 1. We may suppose that the right-hand side of (7) is positive. Let X* = ix*, y*, z*) be the point on the two spheres and the plane x = -a/2, with z* > 0.
The radical plane n of the two spheres passes through (Vi)(Q -P). The equation of 77 is 2(h -3a)x + 2by = b + ih -3a)ih -a). Putting x -a/2 yields y* = ib2 + h2 -3ah)/i2b). We must show that 0 < y < b/2. Now b2 > 4 -ia + h)2 for a triple packing; hence 2by* = b + h -3ah > 4 -a2 -"yah > Vi. On the other hand h2 < ah/2 < 3ah, 2by* = b2 + h2 -3ah < b2, y* < b/2. We see that z* = f4 -(3a/2)2 -üb2 + h2 -3ah)/i2b))2 > 0 by assumption.
We now show that the bottom of the prism is covered by the two spheres We now let X. -ixj, y , z,) be a lowest point satisfying (20) and (21); X.
exists because the set of points satisfying (20) and (21) is closed and nonempty.
Since z, > 0, X, must be on the boundary of one of the spheres. We suppose first that |Xj -P| = 2, and |Xj -Q + 2P\ > 2. Then (xj, yj) must be as far from (a, 0) as possible still satisfying (20). Hence Xj = (-a/2, b/2, y4 -b2/4 -Í3a/2)2), and calculation shows that |X. -Q + 2P| < 2, which is a contradiction.
Suppose now that |Xj -P| > 2, so that |X, -Q + 2P| = 2. Then ix., y.) If the right-hand side of (7) is zero, there is nothing to prove. Let us suppose that it is positive. Let X be the point on the two spheres and the plane x = a/2.
To find X = ix, y, z) we solve 9a2/4 + y2 + z2 = 4, (3a/2 -h)2 + (y -b)f + z2 = 4, and obtain x* = a/2, y* = ib2 + h2 -3ah)/i2b), and z* = \M -9«2/4 -(y*)2.
This is the same y* that appears in Case 2, so 0 < y* < b/2 and X* satisfies (23) and (24).
Now let X be a lowest point satisfying (23) and (24), and we shall show that Xj = X*.
We must show that the bottom of the prism is covered. Since x = a/2 maximizes the horizontal distance from both -P and Q -P, it is sufficient to show that the line segment |(a/2, t, 0): 0 < t < b/2\ is covered. The spheres 5(-P, 2) and SÍQ -P, 2) intersect the plane x = a/2 in circles which intersect at (a/2, y*, z*). Since z* > 0, the segment is covered.
For a lowest point Xj we must have x. = a/2. Since the spheres intersect the x = a/2 plane in circles whose centers have y components 0 and b respectively, it is clear that Xj = X* and inequality (7) holds. This finishes Case 3.
Hence diA) > min i/p /2S. We observe immediately that /, > L. This would follow if tf/h) > 0 where xfih) = 9a2/4 + fo/2 -(3a -h)h/Í2b))2 -ih + a)2 -ífo/2 -íh/2\h + 2a)/b) S2. Now ipíO) = 9a2/4 -a2 = (5/4)z22 > 0 and Ma/2) = 0. Differentiating, we have t/z'fo) = -!(5z2)/(2è2)!(è2 + 3/fo -ah)<0 since b2 > a2 -h2 >Í3/4)a2.
We now prove (9) f\ > minj^2 + 1/100, 2a6 -lia4 + 12a2! under the hypothesis that díK) < dQ and 2/3 < a < 0.9508. Write Fia, h, b) = f\ = a2b2\4 -9a21'4 -fo/2 + hih -3a)/Í2b))2\ and put t = b2. Clearly d2F/dt2 = -a2/2 <0. Hence Fia, h, b) > minjçifo, h), ipia, h)\, where c/S(a, h) = Fia, h, \J4 -fo + h)2), To complete the proof of (9), we will show that ipia, h) >dQ + 1/100. Now We now return to showing that Ma, h) is a concave function of h tot h < h° 772 -< a/2. Since d ip/dh = 6a h -9a < 3a -9a = -6a < 0, it is enough to show that /(a) = (l/a2)c92iA/a772|, . < 0. The functions <//(fl> h ) and t/7(a, a/2) are also rather complicated functions of the single variable a, and they are both above dQ + 1/100. We shall simply 2 find an upper bound for their derivatives as functions of a or a and use a computer to evaluate them on a fine mesh.
Let u = a2 and fiu) = xftja, a/2). Then fiu) = ugiuMu, giu)) -25zz3/64 where giu) -i¿ -zz/6 + (2/3X/a2/16 + 3ri2/"> and Q(«, t/) = 4 -(9/4)« -?z/4 + i")/8)u. Then /'(«) = mgiu)tiiu, giu)) + ug'iu)V,iu, giu)) + ugiu)\dQ/du + g'iu)dÜ/dv\ -75u2/64. We .will show that /fo) > d2 + 1/100 for 4/9 < U < 1. Let us suppose that a computing machine has verified that fin) >dZ. + 1/50 + c tot 4/9 = uQ< u. < • • • < un = I, where \u._1 -u.\ < (50 x 92)" fo It then follows that /fo) > d\ + e for 4/9 < zz < 1. For Z2 £ [u . ,, Z2.] for some i, and
2-1 > d\\ + 1/50 + e-92|a¿_, -u.\ > zfo + e.
A computing machine was programmed to find the minimum value of /fo.) for 1 < z < 8251, where u. = 4/9 + (z -D/14850, and the answer was 3.51822.
Had there been no roundoff error, we could say that /fo.) > fiL + 1/6. It is certainly safe to say that /fo) > d\ + 1/50 + 1/100. Hence ipia, a/2) = fía2) > d2Q + 1/100 for 2/3 < a < 1.
We shall use the same method for ipia, h ). Let us rename fía) = i//(a, h ) = Using some of the estimates from before and making some new ones, we see that |gpfo)| = |g(a2)| < 4, \hia)\ = |\/4 -tfo -a| < ^, |$| < 4 + 9/4 + 1 + ¿2(a)/2 + 3fo(a)|/2 < 1/8 + 28/4 < 8, |gl'(a)| < 14, ¿W<3* = 9x/2 + 3z/2, \d<&/dx\ < 9/2 + (3/2) x V2 < 6, focD/c9y| = V4, \d<í>/dz\ = \-z + 3x/2| < Vi + 3/2 = 2, and \h'ia)\ < 13.
By calculation, cW>/dx = xz fo -9xz + 18x )/2. Taking the maximum of the positive and negative parts, 1(90/(9x1 </fo/2 x max i/fo+ 18a2, 9£j < (l/^maxj^ + 13, 9/2 S < 3.
Similarly, (90/(9z =-x2zfo2 -6zx + 9x2 + z2 -3zx)/2, and |c39/¿fe| < fom/2)max J2¿^ + 9, 9¿mí < 3.
Putting these estimates together, |/'(a)| < 2 x 4 x 8 + 14 x 13 + 4(6 + 14/4 + 2 x 13) + 3 + 3 x 13 = 430. To show that fía) >d2+e, therefore, it is enough to show that fía ) >dQ + 1/50 + e for 2/3 = aQ <• • •< an = 1 where |a._j -aj < 1/25,000.
A computing machine was programmed to find the minimum value of fía) for
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Had there been no roundoff error we could say that fia) >dQ + 1/15. It is certainly safe to say that fia A > d + l/yO + 1/100 so that if/ia, h ) = fia) > dQ + 1/100 for 2/3<a<l. Therefore tfiia, h) > min !¡/>(a, a/2), if/ia, hj\ > a"2 + 1/100 and f2 > minlt/Ka, h), cpia, h)\ > minia7» + 1/100, pia)\as claimed. Thus (9) is proved.
We now prove (10). Let /(/) = 2/3 -llz2 + 12t -d2Q. Then f'it) = 6/2 -22/ + 12 and / (i) = 12; -22 < 0 for 0 < t < 1. Hence fit) is a concave function and has at most two zeroes in the range [O, l] . In fact, /(4/9) = 0, and fia ) = 0 where a2 = 0.90402. . . and fit) > 0 for 4/9 < t < a2. Since fia2) = pia) -d\, we conclude that pia) > d2 fot 2/3 < a < a= 0.950802. . . and (10) is proved.
It now follows from (8), (9) and (10) that a"(A) > dQ tot 2/3 < a < 0.9508 with equality only when a = 2/3.
